
Exclusively distributed in the UK by

At Oliso, we believe in the human-centered design process. Our San-

Francisco based team of inventors, engineers and researchers know 

that great ideas are best inspired by listening to people. From this 

process we are able to design products that simplify everyday life and 

address users’ needs. Our goal is to marry aesthetics and function to 

create products simply make a task easier or empowers them express 

their creative.   
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An iron is an integral part of quilting, 
sewing and costume making, 
used not only on the finished item but needed 
all through its creation



Image of Oliso iron with quilt project

Over 60% of quilters in the UK would 
prefer to shop at an independent 

store. 

51% of Quilters would agree that post 
pandemic they spend longer quilting 

Nearly all quilters, are spending the same if 
not more on their quilting hobby post 

pandemic. 

And an iron is an essential tool for all fabric projects

A passion for making

Home sewing, Fashion sewing, quilting and upcycling are all in the top 10 crafts



ProPlus Smart Iron
Auto-lift
Touch the handle, and the iron lowers, ready to 
work. Take your hand off, and the iron lifts off the 
fabric.

- Never having to lift or rotate the iron reduces 
the strain on your wrist and shoulder. 

- Auto-lift saves time and prevents scorched 
fabrics.

- Iron is always ready to go with an extended 30-
minute auto-off, perfect for project work.

- Keeping the iron horizontal makes it more 
stable and less prone to dropping or falling.

- Unique patented function.



Diamond ceramic-flow
Nonstick soleplate glides effortlessly across all fabrics making ironing easier. The 
durable long-lasting surface is easy to clean, even when using fusible or spray starch

Detailing tip for pressing 
seams, collars, pockets and 
pleats

ProPlus Smart Iron



Triple Play Steam
1800 watts rapid heating for powerful horizontal, vertical, and 
variable steam, that wipes out wrinkles and presses in sharp 
creases. Anti-drip prevents leaks, and the new anti-scale system 
keeps the ProPlus steam working stronger and longer.

Feature Packed
Built-in water spray, Easy to fill 12.7 oz side water tank. 
Practical 12ft cord with 360 swivel for convenience. 
Extended 30-minute auto-off, ideal for quilting and 
sewing. Backed by 3-year warranty. 

ProPlus Smart Iron



ProPlus Smart Iron

New to the ProPlus

• New diamond ceramic-flow™ soleplate glides effortlessly over all fabric types, further enhances its even heat distribution and 
provides quick and easy clean up when using fusible. 

• Rapid response™ triple play® steam system makes the TG1600 Pro Plus steamier and hotter than ever! 

• A new anti-scale system keeps the TG1600 Pro Plus working stronger and longer. And since customers asked.

• Even more ergonomic weight distribution and an enhanced auto-lift responsiveness system.



● POS IMAGE – YOUTUBE –SHELF 
WOBBLER ?

https://www.facebook.com/OlisoInc
https://www.instagram.com/olisohome/?h1=en
https://pinterest.com/oliso
https://youtube.com/channel/UCtJuql-f1xegTyE_h2bCdzg
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